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Abstract
Through analysis of the strategic ambitions of China’s top universities, this article studies
the relationship between governance structures at the system level and strategic institu-
tional adaptations. In China, some top universities are governed directly by the national
authorities while others have regional affiliations. By analyzing the strategic plans of a
sample of universities in both categories the article examines how these differences in
governance modes may impact the formal ambitions and objectives of the universities
and discuss the potential system implications of these different governance modes,
especially related to issues of excellence and diversity. The article find that differences
in governance modes do affect the strategic positioning of Chinese universities, and
different ways in which governance arrangements can be used to foster both excellence
and diversity in a system perspective are discussed.

Keywords World-classuniversities .Governance.Excellence.Institutionalstrategy.Institutional
diversity

Introduction

The functioning of higher education systems with respect to balancing excellence and
diversity is a highly discussed topic internationally (Frank and Cook 1996; Marginson
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2011). Driven by globalization and the emergence of global university rankings, it is
possible to argue that excellence has become a key item on the university policy agenda in
many countries (Hazelkorn 2015), often with subsequent worries that system diversity
might suffer as all major institutions are forced to adapt strategically to the excellence
agenda (Douglass 2010).

This issue is also relevant in China. The Chinese higher education system is vast and
diverse including both public and private colleges and universities. The total number of
institutions of higher learning in the country is fast approaching 3000 of which more than
30% are private institutions. Most of the growth has still taken place in the public sector,
and more than 2000 colleges and universities have been established by regional and local
authorities in the country during the last decades (Bie 2015). The emphasis on the
growth of the system does not mean that issues of excellence are absent from the policy
agenda. Public authorities in China have during the last decades launched several policy
initiatives to foster a smaller number of so-called world-class universities characterized
by excellence especially with respect to research (Zhou and Peng 2008). In the latest
version of these policy initiatives, the Chinese national government is committed to
building world-class universities and first-class disciplines since 2015, and the “Double
First Rate” policy has rapidly become the policy buzzword in Chinese higher education
(Bie 2015; Dong et al. 2019).

In China, most of the selected excellent universities are affiliated directly with the central
Chinese government. However, the aim of developing excellent universities opens up inter-
esting questions related to how such commitment from the national public authorities influ-
ences how universities affiliated to regional and local authorities are positioning themselves
within the Chinese higher education landscape. In many countries where the higher education
system has been affected by an excellence agenda and the striving for world class status, a
trend towards academic drift can be observed (Kyvik 2009; Kehm and Stensaker 2009;
Altbach and Salmi 2011; Pusser and Marginson 2013). Assuming that the ability to balance
excellence and diversity is crucial for system effectiveness in higher education (van Vught and
Westerheijden 2012), a challenge is to analyze how such a balance may be achieved. In the
efforts to create such a balance, system level governance can be expected to play a key role,
especially when it comes to the possible impacts of various governmental policy initiatives
(Ramirez and Christensen 2013). The current article has the ambition to contribute to the
discussions about the relationship between university excellence and system diversity by
addressing the following research question: How is system level governance affiliation
influencing the weight given to excellence and diversity in the strategies of Chinese major
universities?

The article is organized as follows. First, an overview of relevant policy and empirical
developments the last couple of decades in Chinese higher education is provided. Based on
this overview, a theoretical framework is outlined where two perspectives—an instrumen-
tal and an institutional—are presented as ideal-type heuristics for understanding the
relationship between governance arrangements and university adaptations at a strategic
level. The empirical section contains an in-depth analysis of the strategic plans of a sample
of major universities in China, some of which are centrally governed, and some are
governed by regional/local authorities. In the concluding section, the findings are
discussed, and implications are outlined with respect to the relationship between system
level governance and the ambitions of building a balance between excellence and diversity
in higher education systems.
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Growth, diversity, excellence and governance in Chinese higher
education

In China, national authorities have played an important role in pursuing higher education
excellence and diversity (Benner et al. 2012). Over the past 20 years, Chinese higher education
has been transformed from being a relatively small elite system into one of the largest higher
education systems in the world. In 2016, there were 2596 higher education institutions in
China (National Bureau of Statistics of China 2017). After 1948, the development of Chinese
higher education found inspiration in the Soviet model, with institutions affiliated with
different ministries reflecting the diversified missions and purposes of the universities and
colleges. At system level, this resulted in a two-tier system where the most prestigious central
institutions were affiliated with different ministries, while the others came under regional/local
jurisdiction. However, as the higher education system started to expand in the late 1990s, a
reorganization took place transferring some of the earlier centrally affiliated institutions to
regional/local ownership. A parallel establishment of new higher education institutions at
regional/local level, together with an upgrading of existing vocational institutions further
reinforced the existing two-tier system (Hu 2017).

Since the late 1990s, the objective of developing excellent universities also became more
prominent in the national policy agenda (Zhou and Peng 2008; Zheng and Cheng 2012; Hu
2017). It is worth noting that almost all higher education institutions that were selected with the
purpose of becoming “excellent were under the direct control of central ministries. As a
consequence, they were largely out of direct control of local governments. Currently, 116
higher education institutions are under the direct jurisdiction of the national government.
Among them, a total of 76 are affiliated to the Ministry of Education (MOE), while the rest
is affiliated to other ministries. In general, institutions affiliated with the national government
have higher prestige and have considerably more financial resources than those under regional/
local jurisdiction (Ying et al. 2017).

In terms of public governance, all universities—regardless of affiliation—are required to
have a Party Secretary in their central leadership structure. The appointments to this position
along with those to the position as University President are controlled by central or regional/
local authorities. With respect to fiscal appropriations, universities affiliated with the central
authorities are funded from Beijing, while regional/local authorities are the main funders of
their own institutions.

Hence, Chinese higher education has over time formed the two-level governance model
with national government responsible for some institutions, while regional/local governments
are responsible for others. This governance design allows for some political autonomy not
least to serve the regional/local economy, market or culture, although it is expected that
regional/local governments are operating within the frames and conditions set by the national
public authorities. Nonetheless, the freedom to set up their own higher education institutions
has been utilized by the regional/local authorities, and in general, it is here the recent growth in
the number of higher education institutions can be found.

One of the dilemmas that can be identified in this two-tier form of governing higher
education is that both central and regional/local authorities are interested in promoting high-
quality education and research, but that the higher education system in China has many
objectives and aims it should fulfill (Benner et al. 2012). It is also interesting to notice that
several regional/local governments have selected a number of key universities in their own
province or city, which they want to promote regarding status and academic quality (Luo 2008,
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30–33). However, as not all regional/local governments have the same financial resources as
the central government, the financial room to maneuver is considerable larger for the institu-
tions affiliated directly with Beijing (Ying et al. 2017).

In general, one could argue that the governance of higher education in China has been
designed to cater for both excellence and diversity. While the centrally funded universities, in
general, are stimulated to aim for excellence and for reaching world-class status, the regionally/
locally affiliated universities are expected to cater for the needs and expectations of particular
regions. The fact that the Beijing affiliated universities have both more economic resources
and higher academic status may still imply a situation where some regionally/locally embed-
ded universities have the desire to change their affiliation and status. What kind of balance
between excellence and diversity the higher education governance arrangements in China may
uphold is therefore an issue of scholarly interest as well as of relevance to all national
authorities that have introduced policy programs for promoting university excellence.

Theoretical perspectives on governance for excellence and diversity

Research on and trends in the governance of higher education

The ongoing globalization of higher education has influenced the domestic policy agendas in
many countries around the world, including China (Morris 2011; Bie 2015). An important
mechanism associated with globalization is the rise and influence of university rankings. These
rankings have in a number of respects been an important driver of discussions on how
excellence can be stimulated and how to obtain the status of being a “world-class” university
(Kehm and Stensaker 2009). As rankings have proliferated, there are a number of studies
demonstrating how such measures affect national higher education systems and institutions
(Kehm and Stensaker 2009; Morris 2011; van Vught and Westerheijden 2012; Pusser and
Marginson 2013; Hazelkorn 2015; Ying et al. 2017).

However, in most countries, issues related to excellence are not the only concern influencing
higher education policies as issues related to developing a higher education system that can cater
for the diverse needs and demands that exist domestically also tend to be high on the policy
agenda (Maassen 2012; vanVught andWesterheijden 2012). Higher education hasmany different
and often contradictory functions—economically, politically, socially, and culturally—that any
higher education system is expected to encompass (Castells 2001).While excellence and diversity
are not necessarily contradictory dimensions, there are a number of voices being quite skeptical as
to how they are balanced in an increasingly globalized sector (Douglass 2010).

The specific national governance arrangements with respect to higher education determine
the main framework conditions under which national governments can influence how excel-
lence and diversity can be achieved. There is, nevertheless, little agreement on which
governance approach is most effective in achieving an optimal balance among excellence
and diversity. For some, de-regulation and the introduction of market-like mechanisms are
seen as the best approach (Salmi 2009). In this perspective, effective governance implies that
governments steer less and allow for more autonomous institutions having the capacity to
make organizational strategic choices on their own and finding niches that—in a system
perspective—cater for both excellence and diversity. This perspective has inspired many
reform attempts internationally, resulting in hybrid steering approaches of the higher education
with a myriad of agencies and stakeholders (Gornitzka and Maassen 2000). For the
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institutions, this trend is argued to have resulted in the creation of a strengthened steering core
of many universities (Clark 1998), implying more centralized and formalized institutions
(Ramirez and Christensen 2013). It has also been claimed that higher education institutions
in general have developed some “generic” features and have become more organized actors
capable of both developing and implementing independent strategies and profiles in the
emerging higher education market. However, there are also a number of more critical studies
suggesting that governance designs where governments step back result in institutional
strategies that prioritize status and reputation over service to society and the public good
(Marginson 2011; Morris 2011). Overall, there seems to be an unclear relationship between
governmental reform agendas inspired by competitive market ideologies and the change
dynamics in universities and colleges. This situation has been referred to as representing a
“governance paradox” (Maassen 2017).

Those being skeptical to the belief that a stronger market-orientation will solve the
excellence—diversity dilemma tend to argue for governance designs where the government
is far more active in governing the higher system (Kyvik 2009; Maassen et al. 2011). Such
designs may include the use of institution-specific strategic agreements between the govern-
ment and each individual institution (Gornitzka and Larsen 2004), and the setup of sectoral
public agencies with the mandate to implement specific policy agendas domestically, or
regulatory frameworks restricting academic drift (Maassen and Stensaker 2011). At the same
time, a number of scholars suggest that such governance designs may have side-effects that
influence the effectiveness of the higher education institutions (Ramirez and Christensen
2013), and that pro-active governmental steering may not represent a guarantee against
academic and reputational drift (Kyvik 2009; Tuchman 2009).

An instrumental and an institutional perspective on university governance

The research on the impact of various governance arrangements suggests that formal structures and
regulations may play a role securing excellence and diversity, but that also such structures—
especially over time—may be infused with and affected by external influences, not least stemming
from the ongoing globalization (Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson 2006; Hazelkorn 2015). To shed
light on how system developments unfold in a situation where traditional governance structures
may be exposed to powerful global reform ideas (Gornitzka and Maassen 2014; Yudkevich et al.
2016), two perspectives are especially relevant. First, an instrumental perspective is focusing on
how universities can be governed most efficiently for achieving their (externally) determined tasks
and objectives. Second, an institutional perspective paying more attention to how global cultural
ideas penetrate public sector governance, and restricting and perhaps even counter-acting the
influence of established control and command lines (Olsen 2007, 26–27).

The instrumental perspective emphasizes the importance of formal structures and reform
agendas and that the state is still the key principal in higher education (Capano 2011). Strategic
plans are in this perspective one of the key tools for governmental steering as they are part of
an integrated system of regulations and rules, through the design of national funding systems,
and through the influence over formal organizational issues (Capano 2011). While regional
and local authorities may have some autonomy, an instrumental perspective underlines that
such autonomy is delegated and strictly controlled through various accountability schemes
securing the central state control over key decisions in the system (Olsen 2007; Howlett 2013).
More formal autonomy provided to decision-making levels at lower levels in the system does
not necessarily imply more real autonomy (Christensen 2011).
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An institutional perspective acknowledges that powerful ideas, constitutive rules and
practices, and taken-for-granted assumptions shape national authorities, institutional leadership
and academics, making formal structures less important as mechanisms of steering,
transforming both principals and agents` perceptions about what to do, and how to do it
(Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson 2006). This perspective emphasizes the robustness of the
university that is embedded in continuous importance of a basic set of rules and organized
practices, relatively independent of changing internal and external circumstances, including
which individuals possess leadership positions and which government is in charge. As argued
by Olsen (2007, 27; see also March and Olsen 1989), among other things, the structure and
level of institutional funding is highly relevant, since “Structures of resources create capabil-
ities for acting; they empower and constrain actors differently and make them more or less
capable of acting according to prescriptive rules.”

The institutional robustness of universities on the one side and internationally dominant reform
templates on the other create situations where state coordination becomes very difficult due to the
existence of many competing ideas and priorities (Maassen and Stensaker 2011; Gornitzka and
Maassen 2014). Strategic plans are in this perspective a more symbolic tool, nevertheless
important as they may maintain and strengthen the legitimacy of the university towards external
stakeholders (Ramirez and Christensen 2013). However, in a situation where there is much
uncertainty about what to do, an institutional perspective predicts that many organizations will
imitate those that are perceived as being most successful (Riesman 1958; DiMaggio and Powell
1983; Stensaker et al. 2018). This implies that many universities and colleges would try to imitate
those research universities with the highest national, if not global status.

Governance affiliations in China: key expectations

Using the two perspectives outlined as points of departure for the analysis of the excellence
policies’ impact on Chinese universities, expectations related to an instrumental perspective
would imply that those institutions that are controlled directly by the national government, and
that are also selected to become excellent institutions, would develop strategies and institu-
tional profiles that strongly reflect this priority. Those institutions that are affiliated with
regional and local authorities would conversely develop strategic plans that contain other
priorities, even if these institutions potentially may possess the capacity for becoming excel-
lent, world-class universities.

From an institutional perspective the expectations are that a large group of institutions –
regardless of whether they are steered directly from the national government or having regional or
local affiliations would develop strategies and institutional profiles that emphasize excellence. For
the regional and local institutions, the expectation is that they would mimic the strategies of those
universities formally selected by the central authorities as candidates of becoming world-class,
more so if they enjoy some prestige and have the financial muscles to do so.

Data and methods

Empirical design

China’s higher education institutions come in many forms. Although the main task of
constructing world-class universities and first-class disciplines is resting on comprehensive
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research-intensive universities’ shoulders (Dong et al. 2019), there are many other types of
universities and colleges within the system as well, including normal universities, agricultural
universities, forestry universities, universities of medicine, private institutions, etc. While these
institutions may represent a more narrowly disciplinary or institutional profile, some of them
are also selected as potential world-class candidates and have therefore been included in the
sample of universities covered in this article.

Thirty higher education institutions have been selected for the analysis representing the
central and regional/local governance arrangements respectively. Four criteria have guided the
sample selection: (1) Centrally governed institutions and regionally/locally governed institu-
tions should be of a similar type. (2) Furthermore, the selection of institutions has taken into
account the fact that the eastern and central regions in China are more developed than others,
having the consequence that the number of “excellent” institutions are mostly located in
Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Hubei, and Shaanxi regions, making them the five most powerful
provincial administrative regions in higher education. To avoid too much geographical
skewness, the inclusion of institutions from other provincial administrative regions in our
sample has been prioritized as much as possible. (3) As excellence policies have been launched
in different phases (Dong et al. 2019), the sample contains institutions selected in all the stages
making the excellence group as diverse as possible. (4) The sample has also taken into account
the financial resources of the institutions and the prestige they enjoy, measured by their
position in the ranking of China’s best universities (see below).

Key data and indicators attached to the sample are shown in Appendix 1. The appendix is
based on official data and public available information, including the ranking (2018) of
China’s Best Universities (Shanghai Ranking). The budget data are from the 2018 budget
provided by the official websites of each university. A few local universities did not display
budget data.

In general, the appendix shows huge differences between centrally and regionally/locally
affiliated institutions. These differences reflect historical trajectories, such as the inclusion of
the institution in previous excellence initiatives. In the sample of centrally affiliated institu-
tions, all institutions have budgets exceeding 2 billion CNY, and all of them are ranked within
the top 100 institutions in the country. In the sample of regional/locally affiliated institutions,
only two institutions have budgets exceeding 2 billion CNY, and all—except for two
institutions—have a ranking position between 100 and 500. However, the diversity found
within the sample is worth noticing, not least the huge difference in financial capability
between the top-ranked institutions (Tsinghua, Fudan and Sun Yat-Sen) and those that are
lower ranked (e.g., Northeast Normal University and Heifei University of Technology). Also
within the sample of regional/locally affiliated institutions there is considerably diversity.
Shanghai and Nancheng universities have budgets that compare with some of institutions that
are centrally affiliated, and some have ranking positions that are quite high, although their
budgets are not comparable to the most prestigious institutions (e.g., Tianjin University).

Data analysis

As all Chinese higher education institutions are required to develop and implement 5-year
plans, we have taken these plans as the main data sources based on the assumption that these
plans reflect the main institutional objectives, strategic ambitions and ways to accomplish them.

The 5-year plans of the selected institutions have been divided into two groups containing 15
documents each, which have been quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed. Quantitatively, the
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documents’ texts have been analyzed with the aid of a text corpus tool labeled BFSU
PowerConc—a free software developed by the Corpus Research Group at Beijing Foreign
Studies University. This software searches words and phrases, and produces lists of words and
word clusters, that is, multi-word units or combinations of words, in a text. Moreover, the
software can compare the lists of clusters in two texts to generate a list of clusters that occur
statistically significantly more frequently in one text than in another—a list of key clusters
(Baker 2006, 140). Usually log-likelihood (LL) tests are used to compare two lists of clusters in
order to derive key clusters. If the LL value is greater than 3.84, there is statistically significant
heterogeneity between the frequencies of the cluster in question in the two texts. In general, the
larger the LL value, the stronger the dissimilarity. Key clusters can be calculated automatically
using the “keyness” function in BFSU PowerConc. The key clusters in each group of texts were
generated to compare the strategies of universities in the two governance arrangements.

The 15 texts collected in each group are called here a “corpus” in linguistic terms, with
“Central Corpus” referring to the universities governed directly by the central authorities, and
“Regional/Local Corpus” referring to the institutions governed by regional/local authorities. A
list of key clusters in the “Central Corpus” was generated by comparing the frequencies of the
clusters in the “Central Corpus” with those in the “Regional/Local Corpus”, as the reference
corpus. Similarly, a list of key clusters in the “Regional/Local Corpus” was generated by
comparing the frequencies of the clusters in the “Regional/Local Corpus” with those in the
“Central Corpus,” as the reference corpus. After initial analysis, the two lists of key clusters
were cleaned by eliminating the clusters that were considered as irrelevant or not containing
valid information. We also checked for overlapping of key clusters, such as “with world-class
university,” “world-class university and,” “world-class university’s,” and “build world-class
university,” manually assessing in what context these phrases occurred. Since the 5-year plans
were written in Chinese, all relevant phrases were translated into English.

Results

The results after filtering are shown in Appendices 2 and 3, with “Fre.” referring to the
frequency of one key cluster in a specific corpus. “World-class,” for example, is mentioned
324 times in the central corpus. “Ref-Fre.” means that the same key cluster appears only 31
times in the regional/local corpus. The features of diversified key clusters were grouped into
six categories: positioning, discipline, talent, service, governance, and party building.

To further data mining, the function of “Collocates” is used. This function effectively
reflects the collocation of phrases of specific key clusters in the text, thus helping to deeply
understand those strategic plans’ features. Specifically, we selected key clusters with a “Fre.”
value of more than 20 (Appendices 2 and 3), and carried out collocation of phrases retrieval.
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Positioning

Key clusters of “world class” and “world-class university” have an extremely high L value that
in both cases is greater than 100. It shows the strong desire of the centrally selected universities
to build their excellent, world-class university status, and it also shows that this type of
university actively takes up its determination and sense of responsibility, as well as the
underlying strength in the Chinese efforts to enhance its influence on higher education at the
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Table 1 Categorized collocates of main key clusters in central corpus

Categories Key clusters Examples of collocates

Positioning World-class University, discipline, Chinese characteristics, procession, level,
build, imitate, lessen

World-class university Chinese characteristics, strengthen, first-class disciplines, level,
procession, gaps, cooperate

International cutting-edge re-
search

Active in, aim, face, national major, national innovation

Chinese characteristics Deepen, uphold, philosophy and the social sciences, new types of
think tanks, modern university institutions, world-class
university, socialism

Disciplines World-class discipline Enter into, a batch, forefront, procession
Fundamental research Emphasis, apply, leading edge, improve, ability, level, teacher
Disciplinary ranking Domestic, global, first-level, key, top 1‰, enter into
Preponderant disciplines Tradition, characteristic, strike, world-class, lead role

Talents Entrepreneurship education Innovation, platform, reform, integration of talent cultivation,
curriculum system

Strengthen moral education
and cultivate people

Center on, implement, persist, basic task

Service National key Focus, serve, satisfy, strategy, demand, research, project
Governance Logistical support Quality, improve, resources, supervise, manage
Party

building
Core socialist values Develop and expand, strengthen, persist, practice, integrate,

education, propaganda, leading
Ideological and political

theory course
Give play to, strengthen, deepen, rely on, teaching, teacher, main

channel

Table 2 Categorized collocates of main key clusters in regional/local corpus

Categories Key clusters Examples of collocates

Positioning Domestically well-known High-level, distinctive features, university
High-level university Construction, characteristic, China Scholarship Council, overseas,

cooperation, joint training, academic training
First-class in China Construction, a batch, attain, university, discipline

Disciplines Characteristic discipline Provincial, superior, subject specialty group, potential
Key discipline National, provincial, characteristic, advantage, newly increased,

rely on
Talents International exchange Student, cooperation, platform

High-level Bring in, national, overseas, provincial, youth, talent
Leading talent Technology, youth, discipline, lack, expansion plan
Academic leader Chief professor, provincial, outstanding young and middle-aged

intellectuals, senior professor, core
Backbone teacher Youth, discipline, bring in, overseas training, international

cooperation training
Service Transformation of scientific

research achievements
Improve, ability, platform

Pairing assistance project Rely on, Tsinghua university, West China, advantage, university,
support

Governance Coordinated development Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Economic Belt, regional
characteristic, think tank, talent team, external cooperation

Key project National, National Natural Science Foundation, National Social
Science Foundation

Key laboratory National, MOE, provincial, zero breakthrough
Cooperation in running

universities
International, sino-foreign, advance, new pattern, project
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world stage. Although the centrally selected universities have to face a global competitive
environment, they also refer to the establishment of philosophy and social sciences, first-class
university as well as socialism with “Chinese characteristics.” To some extent, this is insep-
arable from party building, which will be covered below. Differently, for regional/local
universities, their development goals are mainly to become “domestically well-known,”
“first-class in China,” and “high-level university.” In China’s higher education system, uni-
versities first have to become “high level” which is the prerequisite for moving forward to
“world-class” status. These regional/local institutions focus mainly on the domestic higher
education market, as illustrated below:

It provides a rare opportunity for us to explore the construction and development of
high-level universities with ‘national first-class, regional leading, central China style’
(Henan University).

Discipline

In general, centrally affiliated universities are more internationally oriented than regional/local
universities. Although both types of institutions refer the importance of developing quality, the
regional/local institutions pay more attention to the domestic market. The adjective of “char-
acteristic” is mentioned with high frequency in the regional/local corpus, but refers mainly to
discipline development instead of the institution as a whole:

…put emphasis on the construction of metallurgical engineering, material science and
engineering, mining and so on, and focus on building national first-class disciplines
(Wuhan University of Science and Technology).

Talent

Centrally affiliated universities emphasize their talent pool, which is different from the talent
cultivation of regional/local universities. Because central universities already have a huge pool
of talent, they seem to focus on how to further develop the productivity and careers of talents,
for example, through strengthening their involvement in teamwork, as well as their involvement
in international cooperation, with the aim to create more value. The analysis also displays a high
frequency key cluster of “entrepreneurship education” in the central corpus, which collocates
involve innovation, platform, integration of talent cultivation, etc., reflecting the strong con-
sciousness of centrally affiliated universities to transfer knowledge into the productive forces in
society. In attracting young talents, central universities also seem to have set their sights on
tapping into the international academic talent pool through the “Recruitment Program of Global
Young Experts.” In contrast, regional/local universities attach more importance to the cultiva-
tion of young scholars, such as “Postdoctoral research,” but mainly at the national level by
encouraging them to apply for “National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars.”

Service

Central universities mainly serve the major national needs and strategies, and tend to see
themselves as key in building an innovation-oriented country as exemplified by the quote from
one of the involved universities from the Beijing area:
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...... focus on the strategic target of building a world-renowned high-level research
university, adhere to the guidance of meeting national major demand. Facing the
forefront of science and technology development, we should strive to improve the
self-dependent innovation ability based on disciplines (Beijing University of Posts &
Telecommunications)

In the applications for national key projects, it is often easier for the centrally affiliated
universities to obtain projects because of being equipped with abundant resources and
adequate staff capacities. Regional/local universities tend to portray their institutions as
engines of regional/provincial development where they commit themselves to serving regional
socio-economic needs through the transfer of scientific research output to regionally coordi-
nated development, such as the Coordinated Development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
Region.

Governance

The strategic plans of central universities are not very specific with respect to gover-
nance, perhaps because their institutional governance structures tend to be more pro-
gressive and modern than those of regional/local universities. However, it is worth noting
that the high frequency of the “logistics” cluster, collocating with quality, resources,
supervision, etc., shows that an effective scientific and sound logistics system is regarded
to be extremely important to the healthy development of universities. For instance,
teachers’ and students’ accommodation is a key resource in the recruitment and admis-
sions strategies and practices of all higher education institutions. Constrained by more
limited resources, regional/local universities are more likely to adopt cooperative man-
agement approaches with other higher education institutions. Their strategic plans pres-
ent more requirements on institutional management, such as improving teaching quality,
promoting regional cooperation as underlined below:

We will expand the program of substantive cooperation with higher education institu-
tions of Taiwan, and explore the new model of cooperation (Jimei University)

Party building

Party building is an indispensable part of every higher education institution in China. How-
ever, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, central universities place more emphasis on “Party building”
in their strategic plans than regional/local universities, especially the “core socialist values,”
with a frequency of 52 are noticeable. This can be illustrated by how central universities
describe their political role:

We will deepen the teaching reform of ideology and politics theory course education,
strengthen and improve the ideological and political work of the faculty, carry out in-
depth the socialist education with Chinese characteristics, cultivate and practice core
socialist values (Hunan University)

In the regional/local corpus, especially, the “Marxist youth training project” is em-
phasized several times, but compared to the central universities, the frequency is very
moderate.
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Summary

Centrally affiliated universities, which are all among the top universities in China, tend to
perceive themselves as the most important engines of the development of national innovation
and at the forefront of China’s higher education system. They are internationally-oriented, and
their goal is to become a “world-class university” with the means of cultivating talent
teamwork and building “world first-rate” disciplines. Furthermore, logistical support is viewed
as a key, basic governance issue. Regional/local top universities perceive themselves as central
in regional/local economic development strategies and processes, and they perceive their
institutions as “role models” for other regional/local higher education institutions. Their
ambitions are to become domestic first-class universities rather than imitating the central
universities. The strategies of the regional/local universities focus on the need to foster
proactive and pragmatic academic leaders, through strengthening selected disciplines, and
through cooperation with other universities. An interesting difference between the two groups
of universities is that central universities strongly incorporate “Party building” in their strategic
plans, while regional/local universities seem to be somewhat less focused on this objective in
their strategic planning (Table 3).

Discussion and conclusions

In this article, two analytical perspectives were applied that offer different expectations and
explanations when it comes to how the efforts of centrally and regionally/locally affiliated
universities in China to balance excellence and diversity are affected by the dominant
governance arrangements. The instrumental perspective offered an optimistic view on the
ability of the national governance arrangements with respect to higher education to maintain a
distinction between the excellent centrally affiliated and the more diversified regionally/locally
affiliated institutions. On the other hand, the institutional perspective assumed that some of the
regionally/locally affiliated universities would be tempted to imitate the strategies and posi-
tions taken by the more funded and more reputed centrally affiliated institutions. Our findings
indicate that there is a noticeable difference in the strategic plans of the two groups of
universities suggesting that the current governance arrangements have the potential to balance
excellence and diversity effectively at the system level.

The comparison of the strategic plans of the two groups of universities revealed that they
differ in the extent they refer to world-class as a standard they need to live up to and how they
want to contribute to society. In general, the regional/locally affiliated universities are not
mentioning a world-class ambition and they seem to have a clear orientation towards regional

Table 3 Strategic planning features of central universities and regional/local universities

Categories Central universities Regional/local universities

Positioning World-class, Chinese characteristics National well-known, comparative advantage
Discipline World first-class National first class
Talent Teamwork Academic leader
Service National key needs Regional economic development
Governance Logistical support Cooperation in running
Party building Strong degree Low-middle degree
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needs and characteristics. As was expected, the universities with a central affiliation have quite
different strategies reflecting to a large extent the national policy initiatives of building world-
class institutions, even if their financial muscles to realize this objective may be more limited
(cf. Hefei University of Technology and Beijing University of Post & Telecomunications).

The findings show the strong impact of an instrumental perspective in the formal governance
arrangements in Chinese higher education. This is clearly visible in the institutions’ 5-year plans,
suggesting that formal governance arrangements matter regarding how to balance excellence and
diversity in a higher education system. The fact that Chinese universities all have a party secretary
within their institutional leadership structure is one explanation for this strong effect of the
instrumental governance perspective. Having “the central authorities” present in the day-to-day
governance of every institution could be seen as a guarantee that the political agendas created in
Beijing are adhered to throughout the higher education landscape, and especially in the centrally
affiliated institutions. An interesting aspect in this is that the governance arrangements seem to affect
the extent to which institutions give attention to prioritized political issues, such as “party-building”
activities. The institutions directly affiliated with the central authorities are strongly addressing
political issues, while the regionally/locally affiliated institutions only incorporate these issues to a
low-middle degree—despite the fact that they also have a party secretary in their midst. This could
be interpreted as an indication that the instrumental perspective is less dominant in the regional/local
than in the central governance arrangements.

The latter also hints at the relevance of an institutional perspective for interpreting the differences
between the two governance arrangements when it comes to their impact on the Chinese univer-
sities’strategic ambitions. Obviously, our empirical focus on the required five-year institutional plans
implies a strong emphasis on the formal governance relationships between public authorities and
higher education institutions. As expected, given the nature of the Chinese political system, in these
formal arrangements the instrumental perspective of the public authorities is presenting key
framework conditions for the strategic ambitions of Chinese universities. These are primarily aimed
at the centrally affiliated universities, on the assumption that they can be expected to contribute most
to the realization of the underlying political agenda. Regional/local universities operate in a more
varied governance environment where the influence of regional/local authorities provides themwith
more room to maneuver in determining their institutional ambitions. While our results show, for
example, few signs of open world-class ambitions in the institutional plans among the regional/local
universities, it should still be noted that there is a clear excellence agenda at least within the
institutions that are highly ranked (Shanghai and Tianjin Medical University). For the remaining
regional/local institutions, one could also argue that their aim of becoming first-class in specific
disciplines is an early sign of the excellence agenda is affecting the strategic development also of
these institutions. Since our data are not longitudinal, thereby restricting the possibility to study
change over time, we have limited knowledge about how the strategic ambitions develop over time
in these institutions and whether the intention of becoming first class is only a step on the way to
grander ambitions. A typical characteristic of academic drift is that it develops over time, and is in
general hard to notice in a short-time perspective (Kyvik 2009).

Howdo the governance developments inChinese higher education compare to the developments
in other countries? Stimulating the strategic development of a higher education system where
governance responsibilities are split between central and regional authorities can be said to resemble
the situation in other federal higher education systems around the world, e.g., Australia, Canada,
Germany and the USA. However, a difference—at least so far—is that the Chinese regional
authorities have not so much autonomy that they can formally their own regional policy agenda
in higher education. However, given the rapid economic development of some regions in China, one
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could expect that some of these have ambitions of selecting and supporting universities aimed at
competing with those that currently are centrally affiliated. Here, we can point to the institutional
argument that funding creates capabilities for acting (Olsen 2007, 27). The more the authorities of
certain Chinese regions can use their economic resources for investments in their universities, the
more one could expect these universities to be also formally driven towards “world-class” status.
The more such a scenario becomes reality, the more it will undermine the current central Chinese
policy agenda with respect to creating a balance between excellence and diversity. This would be in
line with experiences in other federal higher education systems: the more federal systems drift away
from a clear division of authority and responsibilities between the federal and regional level, the
more public authorities at all relevant levels run the danger of creating new complexities related to
their own policy priorities.
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